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A GRAMMAR OF THE SEPTUAGINT.

A Grammar of the Old Testament in Greek, according to the Septuagini,
by HENRY ST JOHN THACKERAY, M.A. Vol. I, Introduction,

Orthography and Accidence. (Cambridge University Press, 1909.)

A VERY cursory examination of this book will suffice to shew that
its appearance calls for our heartiest congratulation to the author and
to his University—may I add, as in private duty bound, to the royal
and religious foundation to which the author and his present reviewer
belong ? Mr Thackeray has not indeed quite succeeded in launching
the first complete Grammar of the Septuagint. He would have done
so easily if ' the very limited leisure of a civil servant' had been
exchanged a year or two ago for the kind of sphere into which every
student of this book will want to transfer him. But though Dr Helbing
has reached this pole of scholarship first, Mr Thackeray will have no
temptation to indulge in recriminations at the loss of Prioritilt.
Helbing's book is very good : we retain our opinion even after studying
Jacob Wackemagel's most valuable and yet very unfair review.1 But
the wholly independent work of his English comrade is superior to
it all round, so far as I can see; and our German fellow-students are
more likely to need the services of a translator than we are. They
can well afford to allow handsomely that British scholarship has of
late years almost established a monopoly in the SeptuaginL The
Oxford Concordance, the Cambridge Manual edition and Dr Swete's
Introduction have for some years now been indispensable tools. A new
generation now gives us the magnum opus of Messrs Brooke and M°Lean,
and an instalment of this monumental Grammar; nor is there any
reason to doubt that the new will be as indispensable as the old.

For the present reviewer the pleasant sinecure of criticism in detail
was got over in the manuscript stage, which enables me to dispense
with any attempt to find points to quarrel with. It will be my duty
rather to describe the significance of the book as a whole and in some
of its parts, as it appeals to students of Biblical Greek. In doing so
I shall be forgiven if I sometimes keep one eye on the extremely
kind and valuable review of my own Grammar, by Mr G. C. Richards

1 Thtologischt Littraturttitung, 1908, no. 13.
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in the January number of this JOURNAL.1 In the differences which
my friendly critic records on general points of principle, I find
Mr Thackeray a very helpful ally: the magnitude of those differences,
however, is not quite so great as Mr Richards thinks. But before
I turn to the contribution Mr Thackeray has made to the first prin-
ciples of the study of Biblical Greek, I must say something on the
general scope of his book and its outstanding features from our point
of view. Its purely linguistic material, as bearing on the scientific
delineation of Hellenistic Greek in general, I shall pass over, as I am
writing a notice of it for the Classical Review, where this will be more
in place.

The present instalment of the Grammar covers the Orthography and
the Accidence, to which Mr Thackeray gives 220 pages apart from
indices, as against 112 rather larger pages in Helbing. In addition
to this he has 70 pages of Introduction, while Helbing has 12: the
latter, however, deals in two dozen insufficient pages with the large
subject of Word-formation, which Mr Thackeray has reserved. Our
impatience for the Syntax has been temporarily stayed in the English
book by the wide range and varied interest of the Introduction.
Readers of this JOURNAL will recognize here much of the extremely
acute and important research work which Mr Thackeray has published
upon the tests that may be applied in LXX books to detect different
translators' hands. He also gives us a general survey of the character-
istics of the language of the LXX in its several parts, the main features
of its syntax as compared with the classical Greek, and some most
valuable applications of data that can be derived from the Egyptian
papyri, to test the accuracy of the great uncial MSS. There is a useful
table (p. 13), classifying the LXX books, or parts of books, according
to the quality of their Greek. The student of Koivij will note especially
the top and the bottom of the page, the books classed as ' good Koarq
Greek' (Pentateuch, part of Joshua, Isaiah, and 1 Maccabees), and the
one (Tobit) described as 'vernacular'. This last statement tallies
excellently with the history of the book of Tobit, if I am right in
making it a Median folk-story, originally pure Magianism, but rewritten
by an Israelite in terms of his own people's beliefs.* A book of the
people originally, which no doubt was largely read, long before its adapta-
tion, among the exiled Israelites of the Northern Kingdom scattered
in the Median districts, it fell naturally into the Greek of common life

1 The review, by the way, appeared * little after the publication of my third
edition, in which some of Mr Richards's points were anticipated. Some more
have been dealt with in the revision occasioned by the German translation of my
book, now passing through the press.

* See ZoroastrUuusm, in Hastings D. B. iv 989.
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rather than the literary style. But the other books, classed as transla-
tions in good Common Greek, are almost equally sound evidence for
the genuine KotnJ. This being so, it is of special interest to note that
they include the books which account for nearly half of the N. T.
quotations, viz. the Pentateuch and Isaiah.1 Psalms and the remaining
Prophets (including Daniel) are thus the only books from which the
N. T. writers were likely to derive any very strong impulse towards
unidiomatic language. The parts of the O. T. which were most
authoritative for the primitive Church were just those in which the
language was free alike from literaryism and literalism. No admira-
tion for classical antiquity prompted the translators to desert the living
language for the dead; and equally unknown as yet was that perversion
of reverence which demanded that inspired words should be rendered
word for word into a dialect recalling Greek only by its use of Greek
vocabulary. The fact has perhaps not a little influence on the quality
of N. T. Greek. Apostles and evangelists were not the first to bring
the religion of Israel to the Greek-speaking world in the language of
daily intercourse. The origins of that religion already lay before the
Gentiles in a speech intelligible to the most unlettered: its crowning
developement could now be offered in the same tongue. The masses
of their readers would not be likely to complain of its homely style, and
to declare that Josephus shewed a more excellent way.

On the burning question of Semitic influence upon the Greek of the
older LXX Books Mr Thackeray's position seems to me wholly satis-
factory. Our new knowledge of the Koivrj has, he says, disposed of
'the theory once held of the existence of a "Jewish Greek" jargon,
in use in the Ghettos of Alexandria and other centres where Jews
congregated'. Everything points to the Jews' having spoken, in Egypt
especially, the same Greek as their neighbours. As far as Alexandria
itself is concerned, Mr Thackeray allows that our evidence is defective,
since the marshes of the Delta have not preserved for us the every-
day writings of its inhabitants. The deficiency has been partially
made good since this was written, by the publication of the latest
Berlin Urkunden, containing a mass of documents from the reign of
Augustus, all belonging to Alexandria. They are of less value than
they would have been, had they included other types beside the
formal; but so far as they go they shew no difference of dialect
whatever between Alexandria and the country districts further south.
That the Jews even in Alexandria did not impart any special character
to the Greeks of their neighbours, but rather conformed to it themselves
as other foreign residents did, is inferred by Mr Thackeray from 'the
striking contrast between the unfettered original Greek writings of

1 Cf. Cambridge Biblical Essays pp. 475 £
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Jewish authorship and the translations contained in the Greek Bible':
he instances Ben-Sirach, Philo, and Josephus. 'The influence of
Semitism on the syntax of the Jewish section of the Greek-speaking
world was probably almost as inappreciable as its syntactical influence
on the KOOT; as a whole, an influence which may be rated at zero'
(p. 27). This last statement has been questioned in advance by some
scholars of very high repute, who think that coincidences between the
papyri and supposed Semitisms in the Greek Bible may sometimes be
due to Jewish influence upon the Koorf as spoken in Egypt I have
attempted to deal with this supposition elsewhere,1 and need only say
here that it is at best improvable, and is itself confronted with contrary
evidence of adequate quantity and quality alike. I equally, of course,
agree with the statement on the other side that ' it is impossible to deny
the existence of a strong Semitic influence in the Greek of the LXX'
(or of the Gospels,1 as I should add). Mr Thackeray cites with approval
my thesis ' that the " Hebraism " of Biblical writings consists in the over-
working of and the special prominence given to certain correct, though
unidiomatic, modes of speech, because they happen to coincide with
Hebrew idioms'. His reinforcement of this doctrine (p. 29) is too
long to quote; but I should like to give it a warm endorsement here,
by way of putting myself right with Mr Richards, who would not,
I think, quarrel with it from his side any more than I do from mine.
A typical example of Mr Thackeray's method may be seen in his
discussion of &vqp in phrases ' where classical writers would have written
ficaoros, rts or vat T « ' (p. 45). He notes that &rfp for «« can be
paralleled from Aristophanes, and that ' it is difficult to draw the line
between what may be called " Hebraisms " and what is good vernacular
or Koarq Greek'. But he goes on to shew that the use of avqp for JKOCTTOS
in phrases which produce the impression of being decidedly un-Hellenic
is practically confined to one group of books, where IKOOTOS is wholly or
nearly absent Here then, since the other books avoid the literal
rendering, we may fairly acknowledge a Hebraism. AoVf /iot iy^p
buLrtov would indeed have puzzled a native Greek as much, I should
think, as lya> tl/u f̂ co. On these points ' Deissmannism' does not
prompt the slightest unwillingness to accept what is indeed the verdict

1 See the Preface to the third edition of my Prvltgomtna, and more fully in
Cambridge BibUeal Essays pp. 468 ff.

• Mr Richards has decidedly misunderstood my position when he suggests
(J. T. S. x 386) that I am inclined ' to believe that there is no Aramaic background
of the Gospels, and that in fact the earliest written Gospels were in Greek'. He
has overlooked an explicit note on p. 8, n. i , as well as several other implicit
assumptions of the opposite doctrine, which it would take some courage to question
at this time of day. My whole argument depends on the thesis that Greek took
essentially the same position in Palestine as English now does in Wales.
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of common sense. Our difference from the school of Wellhausen and
Nestle only begins when language is claimed as 'Hebraism' merely
because it literally translates the Hebrew original. It may do this
and yet be perfectly good vernacular. I have elsewhere called attention
to the fact that Nestle's reasons for regarding hot V6TI . . . ; as a Hebraism
will prove the same for our own till when t* The arm of coincidence
is very long indeed when we study the facts of colloquial dialects, even
those belonging to totally distinct families of speech : similar conditions,
when great simplicity is the determining factor, naturally produce similar
results. The Hebraist has a better case when there is a choice of possible
expressions for the meaning of the original, and one is selected which
answers closely in form to the Hebrew. Here I should not think of
denying that the Hebrew determined the choice. But does our English
Bible indulge in 'Hebraism' or 'Graecism' every time it renders literally,
even if there were other possible phrases to use ? I should not allow
the term until the phrase fairly crossed the bounds of permissible Greek
idiom. But I should often admit the coincidence of Greek and Hebrew •
as evidence of the background of Semitic behind the Greek, not only
where the Greek is correct but unidiomatic, but even where it is per-
fectly idiomatic vernacular, provided that there were other possible
and natural ways of expressing the meaning in Greek.

But I must not devote too much of this- review to the discussion
of first principles. I should like to mention a few special points in
a Grammar which teems with interesting matter. The student of the
Canon will note the treatment of the style of translation of the later
LXX Books on pp. 15 and 16. The freedom with which many of the
Hagiographa were handled, at a time when books that were already
canonical were being 'translated' with unintelligible literalism, is very
suggestive. Other results described in the same section throw a great
deal of light on the history of the Greek O. T. Mr Thackeray's examina-
tion of the history of the forms ovOtk et sim. (pp. 58-62) is a most
interesting example of the significance of orthographical trifles for
important questions of criticism. It is in small points like these—
I used Ss lav for the purpose—that we can test the accuracy with
which our best uncials reproduce their originals. In this case likewise
it is shewn that we have a test of the dates to which some of the
LXX Books belong. On p. 39 there is a note on AptO/mi? = ' few', in
Num. ix 20 and Ezek. xii 16, which is rescued from ' Hebraism' by
the quotation of Herodotus vi 58, with ipi6puf= 'a certain number'.
Even more to the point is a papyrus of 2 B.C. given in Witkowski's

1 Cambridgt Biblical Essays p. 473.
1 Here, as throughout this paragraph, Aramaic may be substituted for Hebrew

for application to the Gospels.
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little collection of private letters, p. 94 (Ox. Pap. 742): mpa&ot Si run
rwv tftlXfuv apiO/iOii avras. Witkowski translates with Wilcken accurate
dinumeratos, dismissing Grenfell and Hunfs 'a certain number of
them'. I quoted Wilcken's rendering in Prolegomena* 76; but in
view of the exact LXX parallels I should go back upon the other
version, or say ' deliver a few of them'. The idiom is clearly vernacular,
if not vulgar, for this papyrus is illiterate: it is interesting to notice
that the usage has roots in Ionic Greek, like so much else in the most
vernacular stratum of the Exnyrj. A footnote on p. 40 gives a note-
worthy illustration of the language of the Third Gospel. *E/xirr£ TO.
irpds ilpfprqv (Lk. xiv 33) is compared with almost identical phrases
in the later historical books, where we recognize mere 'translation
Greek'. Luke borrows the LXX phrase, but uses it in its classical
meaning. A small correction may be made on p. 46, where there is
said to be no instance from the papyri of' the pleonastic demonstrative
pronoun appended to a relative pronoun or a relative adverb'. There
is one given in Helbing (p. iv), viz. Ox. Pap. 117 (ii/iii A.D.), i( &v

rots irouSim<! crav tv i£ avrSiv. It was a real but not a common
rj use, which I cited (p. 95) as an instance of the overdoing of

a rare idiom when it happens to fit the purpose of a literal translator.
On p. 72 there are some remarks on the relations of codd. N and B
which concern the N. T. student. That both M and A probably come
from Egypt is stated on evidence supplied by Mr Crum: I may add
as a suggestive trifle the coincidence of the spelling Kpafiajcros in
Tebt. Pap. 406 (266 A.D.), and another papyrus two or three centuries
later, with the form nearly always found in M, dated between them.
Mr Thackeray remarks on the recent tendency to assign B to Caesarea,
but stumbles at Tischendorfs identification of the scribe of B with one
of those who produced M. I understand that this identification is not
likely to reappear in textual criticism after Prof. Lake's facsimile edition
of N has come into our hands. Passing on to p. 126, I would call
attention to the acute solution of the extraordinary ofy •&>« which
translates WJj. My reasons for persisting to disagree with that digamma
as efficient cause of the irrational aspirate in this and other words I
reserve for the philological journal. That even an arid desert of
proper names does not prevent Mr Thackeray from being interesting
is seen on p. 161, where he shews how the paraphrastic author of
1 Esdras is capable of humour, in transliterating ' Rehum the Chancellor'
by 'Pd&vfios 6 (yfxufHov) TO. Trpovnlniovra, 'Slack the Secretary'! (By the
way, this phrase in the Greek perhaps describes a financial official,
for vpoo u in 1 ovra might mean ' moneys paid in', if we apply the
analogy of TreirnoKev in ostraca = ' has been paid V But for the R.V.

1 Wilcken Ostrata i 64 ff.
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' storywriter' or ' recorder' we may adduce the papyrus in Witkowski
(p. 72), where irpocnremxaKtv is rendered 'has been reported'.) Another
interesting point from the same unpromising quarter is the note on
p. 169 giving a rule for the declension or non-declension of place-names
in -un>. 'Aa-KoXuv is declined as if it were a Greek noun, for the place
is ' on the coast and on or close to' a main trade-route'. But 'Ajucafxiv
remains indeclinable, for Ekron lay off the route. I must record a
difference of opinion on ' ISov, Epic for tlSov', in which Mr Thackeray
(p. 201) encourages editors in bad ways—as they seem to all the
philologists, at any rate. In Prolegomena p. 47 I cited Prof. Thumb's
emphatic protest against the Cambridge editors for treating Z8ov
seriously as a v. I. Prof. Wackernagel's high authority is now to be
added on the same side: he praises Helbing for his attack upon
'die blttdsinnige Schreibung Z8ov st cESov [Helbing, p. 8f], die sich
in den englischen Ausgaben wie eine ewige Krankheit fortschleppt'.
(We might observe however that Tischendorf, another sinner, was
a German.) Mr Thackeray does try to bring up a possible analogy-
formation, in case anything should happen to the unlucky Epic survival.
But really with « for Z and even i, and 1 for «, staring us in the face
from papyri everywhere, is it worth while to accentuate ZmBtv or ZStv—
the less so as Mr Thackeray himself notes ttBov as normal in the
Ptolemaic papyri ? Did the post-Christian K01V17 suddenly remember
how Odysseus f&* [aorta, at the beginning of the Odyssey ? Or did the
language, at a period when 1 and « were absolute equivalents, discover
the appropriateness of the analogy tlrrov: ten-tin ? I should not like
to endorse Wackemagel's uncomplimentary epithet; but I confess
it would tend to give me a bad night if I found I had transcribed an
uncial with any other accent than imBty or ISo-! Having thus offered
sacrifice of a jot to Momus—and I can hardly find a tittle to keep
it company—I revert for my last note to another of Mr Thackeray's
characteristic minutiae. Under iTrtxplOrfv (p. 239) he has a note which
leaves me in a white sheet, as a fitting penalty for having criticized him
on ZSox. He makes &.tr<.KpL(hjv ' the usual Hellenistic form', and says
that 'the classical iirtKfHvo.ii.ip> in the few passages where it occurs
seems to be chosen as suitable for solemn or poetical language'. I have
committed myself, even in the last English edition of my book (p. 39),
to a very different statement: I had made few years ago, and had not
troubled to complete up to date, a list of a good many occurrences of
aTroKpivturOcu in papyri of U/A.D. Mr Thackeray's remark has made me
verify my references, and I find that my passages were all from law-
reports or other legal documents.1 The middle is then at that period

1 I have now brought it up to date, so far as the word-indices allow, and find
my note still true. I can quote thirteen post-Christian documents for ivoMpiraaOtu,
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a technical term for ' replying' to counsel on the other side. It will be
seen at once that this differentia applies strikingly in Mt. xxvii 12
Mk. xiv 61, Lk. xxiii 9; while in the remaining instances (Lk. iii 16,
Jn. v 17, 19; Acts iii 12) the meaning is decidedly enriched by recog-
nizing that the word implies a solemn and formal reply. It will be seen
that the narrowing of AiroKpivturOai towards its special use as seen in
ii/A.D. has progressed decidedly since the time of the LXX.

It would be easy to say much more about this able and laborious
work. It will be a necessary tool for many years in the workshop
of Biblical students, while philologists who are crowding into the com-
paratively unoccupied fields of general Hellenistic research will be
astonished to find how constantly its data are needed for their work.
We wish more leisure to the accomplished author and good speed to his
second volume.

JAMES HOPE MOULTON.

THE COPTIC OLD TESTAMENT.

The Coptic (Sakidic) Version of Certain Books of the Old Testament,
from a Papyrus in the British Museum, 1908. Edited by Sir HER-
BERT THOMPSON. (Oxford, 1608.)

THERE are few parts of the Sa'idic bible which have been as
fortunate in their preservation and transmission as the Salomonic Books
and Ecclesiasticus. They form the contents of one of the oldest and
finest of our MSS, and now Sir H. Thompson gives us another text of
them, from what must once have been a volume worthy to rival the
Turin codex As it is, however, somewhat less than half of the original
has reached us ; and of these seventy-seven leaves, many are now but
poor fragments. The book, for one of papyrus, was of unusual size:
the page measured 14J x 10$ inches, one of the largest known. The
editor has satisfied himself that the MS is a palimpsest—a fact un-
noticed by me in cataloguing—but the earlier text defies decipher-
ment. The photograph given may tempt palaeographers to hazard
a date for the script I am inclined to modify my former suggestion
and would propose the seventh or eighth, rather than sixth or seventh
century. But we still await the evidence which shall make such esti-

and one Ptolemaic, and they are all legal without exception. I most add that
I cannot add more than one or two stray instances for iwfjcpiSijr to the few that
Mayser gives from Ptolemaic times. So that the LXX and N. T. must still bear
most of the responsibility for our calling it the normal Hellenistic form.
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